
 

The (Noemergencyexit) inferno (part 4) 
 
You know the pain 
But you don't know the painkillers infernos like you think you should  
You don't fuck the fucking systems 
You sit alone at home crying because the wolf no longer cares 
You pick up the pen because the (Noemergencyexit) feels alone 
The system is a blaze and the winters are cold 
That is what they told me but they fucking lied 
We melt Sliver down to make bullets to kill the wolf who took my family away 
I'm alone all alone but the fan base walks with me that's fucking support unlike you  
I dedicated this to you the people who (Noemergencyexit)  
You picked up the (Noemergencyexit) and I couldn't save you 
I tried and I tried and I failed and failed 
You (Noemergencyexit) yourself and I stood there and let it be 
Behind closed doors I'm ok 
But in the open I'm falling apart  
It's also fucked up I just can't think straight  
I'm behind the wheel and I fall asleep  
The passengers scream but the angels and me no longer pray to the gods  
Upload hate instead of love  
The system is failing to support us 
The system is failing to support us let alone just you  
We all know that people need to (Noemergencyexit) 
I hate to see that happen 
I'm donning the superhero outfit I will try to save you and if I fail then into the storm we will go face 
first  
Too many feelings out in the open 
You should never have opened the doors to the past 
I don't care how bad you feel I want you to know your not alone even though you think you are 
Look at the marks and tell me its what you really wanted to do 
I won't leave you 
The support is out there 
You don't understand what you've been through but I do 
The fact they lied to you 
The (Noemergencyexit) has to be put in its grave I rather (Noemergencyexit) was in the grave 
instead of you 
You need a hero and here he stands 
Toss the (Noemergencyexit) away stand to the light 
See the angels who were fallen 
The gods call me but I send it to voice mail 
Regret the regrets 
But never the (Noemergencyexit) 
I'll chase the pain  
I'll show you the (Noemergencyexit) infernos  
I'll even show you the originals the unedited versions  
But I won't propose it as something else when it's clearly not  
The (Noemergencyexit) edited inferno part 4 
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